Highly sensitive and selective microRNA detection based on DNA-bio-bar-code and enzyme-assisted strand cycle exponential signal amplification.
Herein, a highly sensitive and selective microRNA (miRNA) detection strategy using DNA-bio-bar-code amplification (BCA) and Nb·BbvCI nicking enzyme-assisted strand cycle for exponential signal amplification was designed. The DNA-BCA system contains a locked nucleic acid (LNA) modified DNA probe for improving hybridization efficiency, while a signal reported molecular beacon (MB) with an endonuclease recognition site was designed for strand cycle amplification. In the presence of target miRNA, the oligonucleotides functionalized magnetic nanoprobe (MNP-DNA) and gold nanoprobe (AuNP-DNA) with numerous reported probes (RP) can hybridize with target miRNA, respectively, to form a sandwich structure. After sandwich structures were separated from the solution by the magnetic field, the RP were released under high temperature to recognize the MB and cleaved the hairpin DNA to induce the dissociation of RP. The dissociated RP then triggered the next strand cycle to produce exponential fluorescent signal amplification for miRNA detection. Under optimized conditions, the exponential signal amplification system shows a good linear range of 6 orders of magnitude (from 0.3 pM to 3 aM) with limit of detection (LOD) down to 52.5 zM, while the sandwich structure renders the system with high selectivity. Meanwhile, the feasibility of the proposed strategy for cell miRNA detection was confirmed by analyzing miRNA-21 in HeLa lysates. Given the high-performance for miRNA analysis, the strategy has a promising application in biological detection and in clinical diagnosis.